
Chapter 2   The electrifornication of a 1933 Austin 7 RP saloon

Did it Fly??  Is it still grounded??? …...It's better than that – it has a BIG BROTHER

With 2 second to go, I won the EBAY Austin 10 
'Barn Find', and it probably was a bargain. 
However, turns out the 10 had never been 
touched for 48 years (the tax disc is 1972). 
During that time rats had made a nest INSIDE the
rear seat, a cat had fallen through the soft sliding 
roof, and the cars engine had never turned over 
since being driven into the barn where it was 
found. Luckily the 'finder' happened to be a 
recovery driver with a fat back truck. He agreed 
to drop it of directly to my friendly backstreet 
garage man.....”Steve, can you get this going?”

15 hours of 3 lads time, new petrol pump, new carb', recon' starter, new battery, new distributor 
cap, points, 4 new spark-plugs, new brake cables....Holy crap!!! £850 labour plus all parts!! But 
what a solid car the 10 is....... and honestly it fired up!!!! after 48 years!!!

In 50 years, and 14 Austin 7's, I have never appreciated the Austin 10, and 1932 was the start of 
their production. A fabulously SOLID car, and this one had not been run, touched or moved for 48 
years.  The bodywork paint is factory original (even though it is pock-marked with rusty spots) 
but the  INSIDE???? Yikes!!! What a mess.

Getting it running was one thing, but driving it home was a complete no-no.  After Steve had 
trailered it home – I set about a full inspection.......which revealed a few bizarre situations.   
Looking closely...what's all this fine dust??? Answer : Millions of woodworm!!! and still alive??  
A rat (or rats) has made a nest within the inside of the rear cushion seat – plus all their horrible 
droppings, and the headlining has collapsed due to a cat falling through the sliding roof......can it 
be any worse???? 

The first thing - sort the woodworm??? I have had experience of  'bugs' whilst living in the 
Bahamas; There they encase a whole wooden house in a plastic tent and let off  'Bombs'.  EBAY to
the rescue...(I love EBAY). On a quiet evening, I shut all the windows, sealed the doors with 
masking tape and lit two bombs (a bit like smoke bombs)......Eeeeeeeew, it's amazing where 
smoke can leak out of, so holding my breath I bung up the holes and evacuate the area to leave the 
car 'furkling' all night ['Furkling' is my invented word for when you leave something (like a curry 
on the tiniest gas setting doing its thing) In this case I expect the smoke/gas? to penetrate 
everywhere. 

Reading up on the various matters which will be needed to fully
restore the EBAY 'Barn Find', the ATDC magazine has a section
for Members Cars For Sale, and this lead me to buying 'AGU' – a
beautiful solid 1933 example in original condition, an Austin 10
Chrome Radiator Deluxe......but that's another story!!



What about electrifying Frankie**????

That story continues.......... The good old British Weather, the cold, dank days don't encourage my 
enthusiasm, but being garaged, many small tasks do get tackled - the most important of all – the 
mounting of the electric motor and the manufacture of the prop'-shaft.

Mixing Imperial and metric is sometimes impossible.  The 
torque tube flange on the 7 is a bit 'chewed'; North West Prop-
shafts had to make a marrying spacer flange – new meets old.  

Some of you may be familiar
with the A7's simple chassis.
Having removed the whole
engine, gearbox and prop',

there seemed to be plenty of room for the 8 hp electric motor,
but with no workshop and very limited tools, I have had to
improvise and carry out the installation mostly in fine weather
[ha ha ha, can anyone remember a day when it didn't rain???].  

Trials via the 1 ton Chinese
engine hoist (£99 delivered
from China!!!!) have proved
the cylindrical motor can nestle quite well almost where the A7's
engine mounts. 

The new prop'-shaft has 25mm for and aft play and marries up 
very well. There is hardly any mis-alignment – but isn't that 
what universal joints are all about. The Austin 7 torque tube fits 
to the chassis cross member and allows the axle to pivot as it 
rises and falls. The electric motor is rigidly mounted, but it will 
need the controller mounting on a 'heat sink' behind the fake 
radiator.  

The time period between delivery of the electric drive some months ago and the final mounting of 
the motor worried me - in case the voltages dropped too much in the Lithium battery banks. There 
are 42x  3.7v Yuassa batteries total. Each pack of 8, has 4 parallel in series (>7.5v)  The bank of  7
in series makes around 50volts., I test them all individually and they are all ticketyboo

Weather permitting, I have now installed the battery
banks. Although I will have two packs on the scuttle,
this is only to help weight distribution.  Some pretty
hefty (welding) cables were needed to meet the high
current demand, and I've had a dummy petrol tank
made (Thanks Colin) to hold another 25 miles worth
of reserve power. 

Frankie** is nearly alive [after Frankenstein]


